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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N RFID, tag-to-reader signals transmitted simultaneously cause collision called tag collision, which hinders fast tag identification. Since low-functional passive tags can neither detect collisions nor figure out neighboring tags, tag anticollision protocols for passive RFID tags are important for tag identification.
Tag anti-collision protocols are separated into aloha-based and tree-based. Aloha-based protocols such as aloha, slotted aloha, and frame aloha [1] , [2] , [3] reduce the occurrence probability of tag collisions since tags transmit at distinct times. However, aloha-based protocols cannot completely prevent collisions and hence they have 'tag starvation problem' that a specific tag may not be identified for a long time. In treebased protocols which are based on the collision resolution algorithm studied in [4] , tags, which transmit at the same time, form a set. When a set causes collision, the mechanisms split it into two subsets and attempt to recognize two subsets in turn. The binary tree protocol, which uses random numbers for splitting, is adopted as the standard for RFID anti-collision in ISO/IEC 18000 Part 6 [3] . The query tree protocol [5] splits a set of tags by the reader's queries. Although tree-based protocols do not cause tag starvation, they have relatively long identification delay due to the splitting procedure starting from one set including all tags.
We propose an adaptive binary splitting (ABS) scheme, which is an improvement on the binary tree protocol. For decreasing collisions, ABS starts the splitting procedure from several sets of tags by using information obtained from the last identification process. We presented the same approach on the query tree protocol in [6] . ABS facilitates tag identification with a short delay, while recognizing all tags.
II. THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE BINARY SPLITTING SCHEME We assume that the channel is slotted and a reader performs identification processes repeatedly for object tracking and monitoring. In a timeslot, tags transmit ID to the reader and the reader then transmits a feedback. A feedback informs all tags of the result of the reader's reception, namely, idle (no tag signal), readable (only one tag signal) or collision (multiple signals).
Tag t i decides the timeslot for the transmission with a progressed-slot counter, P C , and an allocated-slot counter, A C (i). P C means the number of tags recognized by the reader in the ongoing process. At the beginning of the process, P C is initialized with 0. A C (i) signifies the timeslot for t i 's transmission, i.e., t i transmits when P C = A C (i). The tags, which have the same value of the allocated-slot counter, form a set. Tag collision occurs if a set include multiple tags. According to the feedback, tags act as follows.
• Readable: Tags add 1 to P C .
• Idle: Tag t i decreases A C (i) by 1 to pull the schedule of the transmission if P C < A C (i).
• Collision: To split a set of tags, tag t i generates a random binary number and adds it to
Note that colliding tag t i has A C (i) equal to P C . Since P C is not changed, the first subset (tags which generate 0) retransmits at the following timeslot and the second subset (tags which generate 1) retransmits after the first subset is recognized. To prevent the second subset and another set of tags, which have already had the allocatedslot counter of A C (i) + 1, from integrating, tag t j adds 1 to A C (j) if P C < A C (j). At the end of the process, every tag has a unique allocatedslot counter. Therefore, maintaining the allocated-slot counter at the boundary of two consecutive processes enables the splitting procedure to start from multiple sets of tags. Fig.  1 shows tag identification of ABS when there are three tags and all the tags have the allocated-slot counter of 0 before tag identification.
For terminating the identification process at once after identifying all tags, the reader acts as the tag which has the largest allocated-slot counter. Reader r concludes all tags to have been recognized and terminates the process if P C = R C (r) (R C (r) is reader r's allocated-slot counter). In
III. ALGORITHMIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We analyze the average identification delay of ABS through the derivation of delay at the binary tree protocol.
Definition 1: Let S r,i be the set of all the tags recognized by reader r in the ith identification process of reader r.
Identification delay of recognizing
where T (S r,i ) is the number of timeslots required for recognizing S r,i , d reader is the delay of delivering the reader's feedback, d tag is the delay of delivering tag ID, and d timeslot is the average delay of the timeslot. Identification delay is determined by T (S r,i ).
To consider tag mobility, we categorize tags. For the ith identification process of reader r, staying tag t s is t s ∈ S r,i ∩ S r,i+1 , arriving tag t a is t a ∈ S r,i+1 − S r,i , and leaving tag t l is t l ∈ S r,i − S r,i+1 . Let S r,i = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n }, B α be the set of arriving tags, {t n+1 , t n+2 , . . . , t n+α }, and B l be the set of leaving tags,
Theorem 1: Let T ABS (S r,i+1 |S r,i ) be the number of timeslots consumed by ABS recognizing S r,i+1 after recognizing S r,i . When S r,i+1 = S r,i ,
During the ith identification process, ABS makes n sets and each set includes only one tag. In the i+1th process, tags transmit ID in increasing order of the allocatedslot counter and there exist only readable timeslots.
Theorem 2: When S r,i+1 = S r,i − B l ,
Before the i+1th identification process, a set of a leaving tag becomes empty. After some tags reach out of the reader's range, tag identification at ABS generates idle timeslots. To eliminate idle timeslots, ABS requires one process. Therefore, the following identification process has idle timeslots caused by leaving tags.
Lemma 1: Let C binary (n) be the number of collisions caused by the binary tree protocol recognizing n tags. The total number of timeslots consumed by the binary tree protocol for n tags, T binary (n), is T binary (n) = 2C binary (n) + 1 (4) Proof: Tag identification of the binary tree protocol can be represented by a full binary tree because it splits only the set of colliding tags into two subsets. Therefore, all the intermediate nodes in the tree correspond to collisions and all the leaf nodes correspond to either idle timeslots or readable timeslots.
Lemma 2: For any n,
where
Let I binary (n, k), R binary (n, k) and C binary (n, k) denote the number of idle timeslots, readable timeslots and collisions, respectively, in the depth k of the tree produced by the binary tree protocol recognizing n tags.
Let p(k) = 1 − 2 −k denote the probability that a tag does not transmit in a timeslot of the depth k. The mth timeslot of the depth k, s k,m (1 ≤ m ≤ 2 k ), is the idle timeslot if n tags select timeslots except s k,m in the depth k.
s k,m is the readable timeslot if only a tag selects s k,m and other tags select timeslots except s k,m in the depth k.
Therefore,
Lemma is proved by (4), (6) and (9).
Proof: After the ith process, under ABS, there exist n sets, each set includes only one staying tag, and R C (r) = n. Without loss of generality, we assume that allocated-slot counters of arriving tags are uniformly distributed over the interval [0, n − 1]. Therefore, αn −1 +1 tags are assigned to each set at the beginning of the i+1th process.
Theorem is proved by lemma 2.
Proof: After the ith process, β sets become empty by leaving tags and then α arriving tags are assigned to n sets uniformly.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We evaluate identification delay and tag communication overhead at ABS compared to the binary tree protocol and the query tree protocol. Identification delay is defined as the number of timeslots required for all tags. The fast identification is the most significant factor in the tree-based protocols because they do not cause tag starvation problem. Tag communication overhead is defined as the average number of bits transmitted by a tag for identification. This influences the amount of power consumption and it must be low due to the lack of the power source of tags. Fig. 2 shows the simulation results obtained by changing the number of tags and the ratio of staying tags to recognized tags. Let n denote the number of tags recognized in the last process. Let γ, α and β be the number of staying tags, arriving tags, and leaving tags, respectively. For a given value w, we set γ/n = w and α/n = β/n = 1 − w. ABS has the fastest identification and the smallest overhead of tags. Restraint on collisions enables fast identification at ABS. Tag communication overhead at ABS is not affected by the number of tags. When w=1, ABS shows the best performance and recognizes tags without both collisions and idle timeslots.
V. CONCLUSION
Tag collision is a major factor in deferring tag identification of RFID systems. We develop a novel and enhanced treebased tag anti-collision scheme to reduce collisions by exploiting information obtained from the last identification process. A simulation based evaluation shows that ABS significantly reduces delay and tag communication overhead for the tag reading process. 
